March 2015

Robinson+Cole Announces New Data Privacy and
Security Insider Blog
Our new Data Privacy and Security Insider blog is a platform for thoughtful and timely discussion of legal
news and perspectives and a resource for readers to access cutting-edge information about various
issues relating to data privacy and security and to showcase our experience in this area.
We think you will find the content interesting and invite you to check it out at
www.dataprivacyandsecurityinsider.com. You can also subscribe to the blog by e-mail or by RSS feed.
Contributors to Robinson+Cole's Data Privacy and Security Insider blog include privacy lawyers Linn
Foster Freedman, Kathryn M. Sylvia, and other Robinson+Cole Data Privacy and Security Team
members.
Here are some of our recent posts:
DATA BREACH





Premera Blue Cross reveals data breach of over 11 million members’ information
Montana revises data breach notification law
Connecticut AG forms new privacy and data security department

E-DISCOVERY



Clinton case highlights importance of planning ahead for e-discovery

HIPAA



Former hospital employee convicted and sentenced for HIPAA violations

ENFORCEMENT + LITIGATION





LabMD requests an en banc rehearing from the 11th Circuit
Blimpie sub shop slammed with TCPA lawsuit for junk faxes
Wal-Mart hit with TCPA class action over robocalls

DATA SECURITY



EMV credit cards set to hit consumers’ wallets

We welcome your feedback and ideas about topics you'd like us to cover. We also encourage you to
share the blog with anyone you think will find it useful.
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